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ABSTRACT
The variation of vehicle types, speeds, passing orders in traffic flow, and roughness
conditions fluctuate the vehicle dynamic load effect in existing bridges. This thesis proposed a
numerical calculation scheme to evaluate the bridge dynamic responses and dynamic impact
factor considering traffic flow and random and local surface roughness condition.
In this study, measured traffic data, measured bridge response, roughness profile, and
FE model of the target structure are required as the input for implementing the numerical
scheme. The measured acceleration is used for validating the FE model of target bridge and
numerical scheme result. The numbers of each vehicle type passing through bridge at certain
time interval are collected for traffic modelling. The fluctuation of total load of car and truck
considering uncertainty in suspension system, different speeds, and roughness condition are
calculated in vehicle roughness interaction simulation. From extracted traffic patterns and
statistical value of total vehicular load, traffic flow with random passing orders of vehicles is
constructed as transient time history loading function assigned on the deck nodes of the target
bridge FE model. The validity of the calculation scheme is verified by applying it to a target
bridge. The parametric study was then conducted to investigate the effects of traffic flow
characteristics and random surface roughness conditions on the bridge dynamic responses. It
was shown that the RMS acceleration depends on the truck ratio and vehicle velocity meanwhile
maximum value was influenced by vehicle speed, passing orders, and the surface roughness
condition. Effect of local surface damage on bridge dynamic response is also investigated by
using the proposed numerical scheme. The increment of the dynamic effect of traffic vehicles
on bridges is indicated by the ratio  between RMS acceleration at condition i and good surface
roughness condition. The relationship between IM and  in two existing bridges is constructed.
The scheme proposed dynamic impact factor of given traffic flow and local surface damage
condition which can be used for calculating rating factor of existing bridges.
In this thesis, a calculation scheme was introduced to evaluate vehicle dynamic load
effect of existing bridges with the given dynamic monitoring data, traffic flow, and surface
roughness condition. The study also proposed a dynamic ratio  to calculate dynamic impact
factor of bridge under traffic flow and local surface damage condition which could be used for
evaluating rating factor in existing bridge condition assessment.
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: Road surface profile at location x
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: Number of frequency steps
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: Dynamic impact factor
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: Turbulent Intensity

k

: Sample number in calculated mean and COV of total load
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: Suspension stiffness

kt

: Tire stiffness

K

: Traffic density
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: Sprung mass
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: Un-sprung mass
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: Random phase angle of surface profile
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: Poisson ratio of steel

Pcijk
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: Selected mean of total load of car at sample #k

Ptk

: Selected mean of total load of truck at sample #k

Ptijk

: Varying load of truck #i at node #j from mean and COV at sample #k

Pdyn

: Dynamic load

Ptotal

: Total load

Rdynamic

: Dynamic effect

RMS

: Root mean square

Rstatic

: Static effect

V

: Average velocity of traffic flow

WIM

: Weight in motion

x

: Location of quarter car model on surface profile

y1

: Sprung mass displacement

y2

: Un-sprung mass displacement

y1

: Sprung mass velocity

y2

: Un-sprung mass velocity

𝛾𝑐

: Young modulus of concrete

𝛾𝑠

: Young modulus of steel
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Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of dynamic responses in associated with moving traffic and surface
irregularity is an inevitable task of bridge maintenance procedure. The surface condition of
existing bridges damaged severely due to temperature, heavy vehicles, and inadequate
construction technology. High temperature during summer time has harden and melted the deck
surface of the bridges. The cumulative effect of vehicular load commuting on the bridge,
especially heavy trucks and trailers lead to the permanent deformation on bridge surface and
the damage on bridge components. The increase in the number of vehicles and their weight on
the bridge accelerated the deflects on bridge pavement and vice versa. The problem of
evaluating the vehicle dynamic effect on existing bridges considering the traffic flow and
roughness condition is required for the maintenance work of bridge during service stage.
1

1.1 Introduction
When vehicles pass through the bridge, the vehicular axle load is oscillated due to the
interaction of vehicle suspension system, bridge and surface roughness. As a result, the induced
dynamic loading causes the fluctuation of bridge dynamic response. To assure the bridge safety
under the dynamic effect of traffic flow, the bridge specifications provide conservative values
of the dynamic impact factor (IM) in design stage. These values of IM can be measured from
field test or by the analytical simulation. From the result of the tests and simulation, the code
provisions specify IM as a simple formula of a bridge parameter or traffic loading.

(a) Shoving

(b) Transverse crack

Figure 1.1: Surface damage on bridge deck

AASHTO LRFD manual for bridge design sets the single IM value of and 0.15 for
fatigue and fracture and 0.33 for the rest of limit states [1]. These values of dynamic impact
factor was statistically calculated from a single truck and two trucks travelling on average
surface condition in ISO class [2]. Therefore, as the road surface deteriorated, the value of IM
may not practically applicable. For load rating of existing bridges, AASHTO LRFR sets the
value of IM differently in different load rating procedures [3]. Base on the purpose of load
rating and the condition of the bridge, the procedure of load rating is classified into three
categories. They are design load rating, permit load rating, and legal load rating. The design
load rating includes the inventory level and operating level which apply the same IM as
specified in LRFD specification. Since the bridge surface is deteriorated and the live load of
traffic on bridge changes in service time, the value of IM and live load factor on bridge for legal
and permit load rating is calibrated. LRFR code reduces the value of impact factor to 0.1 and
0.2 in short span bridges with good surface roughness condition and minor deviation in existing
2

bridges. If vehicles run with crawling speed, the IM in permit load rating is set to be zero. Table
1.1 present the dynamic impact factor is selected for LRFR codes according to the condition of
surface roughness. It should be note that all load rating procedures apply the single IM to
calculate load rating factor. Other countries calculate the impact factor as a function of span
length [4], [5], bridge fundamental frequency [6], [7] or typical loading model [8], [9], [10].
Deng and Cai [11], [12] found that the conservative values of IM in bridge specifications are
underestimate in bad surface condition. Fig. 1.2 presents the dynamic impact factor in Canadian
code as a function of bridge fundamental frequencies [6]. Fig. 1.3 presents the IM based on
different roughness. It could be concluded that when the bridge surface roughness is
deteriorated and traffic flow increases, the evaluation of bridge dynamic responses and IM in
existing bridges are required.

Figure 1.2: Dynamic impact factor in Canadian code [6]

Figure 1.3: Dynamic impact factor of bridge under different surface roughness condition [11]

3

Table 1.1: IM in AASHTO LRFR Code for Legal rating
Riding surface condition

IM

Smooth riding surface at approaches, bridge
deck and expansion join

0.1

Minor surface deviations or depressions

0.2

Significant deviations in riding surface at
approaches, bridge deck, and expansion
joints

0.33

Previous studies found that the road surface roughness could significantly vary the
dynamic axle load of vehicle. According to the work of Mitchell and Gyenes [13] the peak of
vehicular axle loads can equal to two times of static force and their root mean square (RMS)
could reach to 30% of the static value. Fig. 1.4 plot the simulated dynamic load of vehicle pass
through the bridge with different roughness condition in the work of Deng et al [14]. The result
showed that the more damage the roughness profile is, the higher peak of vehicular load of
vehicle. Hahn [15] suggested that when the same type of vehicle runs over the pavement at the
same speed, the peak dynamic tire load always occurs within a typical section with local damage.
This spatial repeatability phenomenon results in the increment of surface deterioration level
from 1.5 to 12 times [16] and fluctuates the bridge dynamic response. According to Potter et
al [17], the road roughness irregularity is the main cause of the fluctuation in dynamic tyre force
and the suspension oscillation of vehicle. Pesterev et al [18] indicated that “dynamic contact
forces arising when a vehicle passes typical road surface irregularities are considerably greater
than those caused by coupled bridge–vehicle vibration in the case of ideally smooth road
surface”. The location of damage roughness on bridge also increases the axial load of vehicle
and dynamic effect on bridges. Michaltsos [19] found that the irregularities at the beginning,
the quarter, and the middle of bridge span cause the most unfavourable responses. The work of
Obrien [20] also pointed out that the locations of bump on bridge influence on the bridge
moment. Fig. 1.5 plots the normalize moment of bridge deck with variable speeds based on the
relative location of unit ramp on bridge length in the study. The figure showed that the bump
before the mid span length of the bridge 0.5 L has high influence on bridge response meanwhile
the irregularity after that makes no contribution on the fluctuation of bridge moment. It can be
4

concluded that the local damage of surface roughness could increase or cancel out the dynamic
load of vehicle and response of the bridge.

Figure 1.4: Dynamic load of vehicle under different roughness conditions [14]

Figure 1.5: Normalized moment of bridge with the postion of unit ramp [20]

The study on evaluating the dynamic response of bridge under moving traffic vehicles is
generally defined as vehicle bridge interaction (VBI). This problem has been studied and
developed for years, starting from the pioneer work on rail way bridge of Willis et al [21] in
nineteen century. The results of VBI study depend on variable of criteria such as traffic vehicle,
bridge properties, and surface roughness condition. The analytical simulation of VBI problem
requires the vehicle, bridge, and road surface modelling. Base on the desired accuracy level of
the simulation, the complexity of vehicle and bridge modelling are different. The moving
5

vehicle could be modelled as moving force, moving mass, or sprung mass model. The moving
load method was applied on in the early stage of VBI problem [22-26]. Although it is the
simplest and convenient approach, the accuracy level is not high in case the heavy vehicles pass
through the bridge. The moving mass model [27-31] also considers the effect of the vehicle
mass, however, the bouncing effect of vehicle from bridge is not included. When the bridge has
damage surface roughness, it is necessary to consider the interaction between vehicle and bridge.
Therefore, the sprung mass model [32-37] could yield the most accuracy in VBI problem since
it represents both the mass and suspension characteristic of vehicles. A lot of effort has been
made to include the complexity of sprung mass model by increasing the number of DOF of the
vehicle system. Recently, the development of computational technology enables the
construction of detail suspension model of vehicle. These models have successfully identified
the varying contact force between vehicle and bridge in space and time [11; 38; 39]. The detail
multiple degree of freedom model of vehicle could represent the dynamic properties of vehicle
suspension and tire characteristics. Meanwhile the discretised simple Euler Bernoulli beam
model [40; 41] to complex 3D bridge model [11; 39; 42] could be conveniently constructed
through the available commercial FE packages software. The surface roughness profile can be
practically measured by the roughness profiler or commonly simulated as a random signal from
power spectrum density (PSD) value in ISO classification [43]. The equation of motions of both
bridge and vehicle are solved separately by iterative process [35; 44; 45] or by coupling two
systems via interaction force between vehicle roughness and bridge [46-48]. The first method
could gain very high accuracy; however, it requires more computational cost. The coupled
approach uses the Newmark beta or Runge-Kutta method to solve the assembled equation of
motions of vehicle bridge interaction system. It should be noted that the current VBI studies
only calculated bridge dynamic response and IM due to a single or couple vehicles, however,
the effect of random traffic condition has not yet fully investigated. In practice, the multi present
of different vehicles types in random traffic flow could cause the variation of dynamic axle
impact load fluctuations in space and time. The dynamic responses of bridge and IM will be
amplified due to the random combination of traffic patterns (types, speed, passing order, etc…)
and surface roughness condition (random and local damage) rather than from single or a couple
of vehicle and roughness condition. The calculated dynamic vehicle load effect considering
both effect of traffic flow and roughness relate to the change of IM in existing bridges.
Currently, weight in motion (WIM) data is used for characterizing the effect traffic
patterns on roads and bridges. WIM station has been widely applied on highway to weight the
6

vehicles passing through the specific sites. It provides the data of vehicle types, speed, gross
weight of each axle, axle spacing, and the distribution of heavy vehicles in traffic. WIM data is
collected in months or years to provide the statistical information of traffic on sites and restrict
the overweight vehicles which cause the pavement damage and excessive bridge vibration. It is
also used to calibrate of design load and assess the fatigue of existing bridges. The WIM data
variates depend on the location of test sites and requires a lot of test to compare the accuracy of
technology of WIM method. In 1970s, of the bridge WIM technique was first applied on bridge
by attaching the sensors on girder and the pavement to collect the weight, speed, axle spacing
of traffic vehicles on bridge [49]. The measured strain data will be used to calculate the gross
weight of passing vehicle by applying the influence line technique [50; 51]. The specification
of WIM system and techniques can be found in ASTM-1318 for North America and COST323
for European countries. The improvement of the accuracy of bridge WIM system is recently
developed in BridgeMon project [52]. It considers the vibration of the bridge, vehicle speed,
temperature calibration, and improves the axle detection technique of vehicle. From the
measured traffic flow characteristics of WIM, many studies simulated the traffic flow via simple
random processes [53],[54] and Monte Carlo simulation of traffic parameters [55], [56],
[57],[58]. The studies used the collected state WIM data to evaluate the expected maximum
load effect on bridge. The live load factor in AASHTO LRFD is also calculated based on the
provided Average Daily Truck Traffic (ADTT). The WIM data is often applied in term of
statistical information, not for constructing the random of traffic flow on bridge. Only little
effort used VBI to estimate the amplified contact force between vehicle on bridge and
considered variation of vehicle types, speed, roughness via cellular automaton model for traffic
flow [59], [60]. In previous literatures, most of researches on traffic scenario simulation
collected vehicle gross weight data from WIM for statistic approach. The collected WIM data
could be used to construct the traffic flow on bridge. The built-in traffic flow in combine with
the roughness condition could be applied for evaluating bridge dynamic response and IM in
existing bridges.
The aforementioned literature review includes information about the studies on effect of
surface roughness on dynamic vehicle load, the current researches of VBI problem with their
relation on bridge dynamic response and IM applied in LRFD and LRFR specification, and
WIM technology application in characterizing live load effect. The previous VBI techniques
precisely evaluated the dynamic effect of vehicle characteristics, vehicle speed, and surface
roughness condition on the bridge with the consideration of a passing vehicle or a coupled
7

vehicle. In most of VBI research, the effect of random traffic flow patterns is not yet fully
investigated. Meanwhile, WIM data can characterize traffic flow and it is statistically applied
for estimating the expected maximum live load effect on bridge. The combine effect of traffic
flow patterns and roughness condition, especially with local should be further studied. It is
necessary to construct an approach for considering both traffic flow and roughness condition to
evaluate vehicle dynamic load effect relating to IM in existing bridges.
The random dynamic load of vehicle is originated from the variation of vehicle types,
vehicle properties, passing orders, speeds, and surface roughness condition of the bridges. The
random variations of dynamic vehicular loads on the bridges is the main cause of the increment
of dynamic responses, especially in existing bridges. Moreover, a lot of previous studies only
constructed 1D or 2D correlated roughness without considering local damage surface in bridge
deck. It should be noted that the local roughness damage of bridge will influence on the dynamic
impact factor of passing traffic vehicles. Therefore, a method which incorporates the
combination effect of traffic flow patterns and local roughness damage is required for bridge
condition evaluation. The collected traffic data could be used for constructing the random traffic
flow on bridge.

1.2 Purpose
This study aims provide an approach to estimate dynamic impact factor IM in existing
bridge caused by the random and local roughness damage and current traffic condition with
variation patterns: vehicle types, vehicle properties, speeds, passing order, and traffic volume.
The traffic flow is constructed from the collected number of vehicles passing though the bridge
in specific interval. Each vehicle is represented by transient forcing function. The traffic flow
is considered as time history forcing function of vehicles assigned at each discretized deck node
of bridge FE model. Consider that the stiffness of vehicle is much smaller than that of bridge,
the interaction of vehicle and bridge is small in compare with effect of surface condition. Then,
the random effect of different surface damage on traffic vehicles is facilitated via the fluctuation
level of the built-in forcing’s amplitude. As compared with previous studies, this research
considers the effect of traffic flow patterns and roughness effect, uncertainty of vehicle
parameters, random and local damage in time history analysis. The calculated dynamic
responses of bridge under the variation of traffic volume, vehicle type, vehicle properties, speed,
8

vehicle passing order and the roughness condition indicates the change of IM could provide
useful information for bridge condition evaluation and load rating in LRFR.

1.3 Outline of thesis
This thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter introduces the previous literatures
and content of the thesis. In second chapter, the procedure of the numerical scheme is described.
Chapter 3 includes the information of target bridge description, traffic flow, and bridge
monitoring, FE modelling and the validation of numerical scheme. Chapter 4 shows the
application of the proposed numerical scheme in the target existing bridges with real traffic
flow and local roughness damage. Chapter 5 concludes all the findings and contributions of the
thesis with future research plan.
In the manuscript, Tables and Figures are included and all the citation references are
listed at the end of thesis. The nomenclatures are presented in the beginning of the thesis and
are consistent along the whole content. The detailed organization of the thesis is presented as
follow:
Chapter 1 presents literature review, the motivation, aims and scope of the research. The
outline of the thesis is then introduced in the end of the chapter.
Chapter 2 introduces the general description of numerical scheme and how it will be
applied with given dynamic traffic data, bridge response and surface roughness condition.
Chapter 3 validates the proposed numerical scheme on a target existing bridge. It also
describes the target bridge parameters, dynamic response and traffic monitoring on the bridge.
A validated FE model of the test best structure is constructed. Parametric study on effects of
traffic volume, speeds, vehicle passing order on bridge dynamic responses are investigated.
Chapter 4 applies the numerical calculated scheme to evaluate bridge dynamic responses
and vehicle dynamic load effect on existing bridges considering traffic flow and local surface
damage.
Chapter 5 concludes all findings and results of the thesis and proposes the future research
study.

9

In this thesis, firstly, the general idea of combining effect of traffic flow and roughness
condition in numerical scheme is constructed. Data acquisition and traffic monitoring are
conducted in an existing steel box-girder bridge to extract the influenced traffic patterns on
bridge oscillation. The measured acceleration is also used for validating the FE model of target
bridge. The fluctuation of total load of car and truck considering the uncertainty of vehicle
suspension parameters, speeds, and surface roughness condition are calculated. From extracted
traffic patterns and statistical value of total vehicular load, traffic flow with random passing
order of vehicles is constructed as transient time history loading function assigned on the deck
node of the target bridge FE model. The simulated RMS of acceleration during 1- hour traffic
which has high and small truck ratio are compared with measurement data for validating the
numerical scheme. Using the validated scheme, effect of surface roughness condition and
vehicle speed on bridge accelerations are statically investigated. Using the same numerical
scheme, the effect of local roughness damage on dynamic effect of existing bridges is
investigated. The surface roughness level is measured in term of international roughness index
(IRI) at every 1-meter spacing on bridge deck. The value of IRI is then converted to the
equivalent PSD of ISO road class. The assigned force of vehicle at Finite Element (FE) bridge
node at 1-meter segment is generated from quarter car model simulation. Time history analysis
is then implemented to evaluate the influence of traffic and local surface damage on dynamic
responses and IM in existing bridges.
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Chapter 2
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
CALCULATION SCHEME

This chapter introduces the flow of proposed calculation scheme applied to estimate
vehicle dynamic load effect on existing bridges considering traffic data and surface roughness.
The proposed method will be applied for the next chapter to evaluate the vehicle dynamic load
effect on existing bridge in case of random roughness condition and local roughness damage.
The steps to simulate traffic flow from traffic volume data with different vehicle types, speeds,
and random passing orders are described in detail. Firstly, traffic data and bridge acceleration
are measured on the target structure. A validated FE model of the bridge is required for time
history analysis. From the given traffic data, the generated input traffic load considering the
effect of roughness condition is constructed. Finally, time history analysis is implemented in
the available FE analysed software to evaluate bridge dynamic responses.
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2.1 Flow of numerical scheme
2.1.1 General idea of numerical scheme
The scheme to statistically evaluate the vehicle load dynamic effect on existing bridges
considering surface roughness and traffic flow is presented. The traffic data, the bridge response,
the roughness profile, and the FE model of the target structure are required as the input for
implementing the numerical scheme. Firstly, the acquired data are the bridge acceleration and
the numbers each vehicle type passing through bridge at certain time interval. The length of
time interval is considered in the traffic analysis; e.g., 5 minutes, 10 minutes. The extracted
frequencies from measured acceleration are compared with simulated model shapes for
validating the built-in FE model. Then, the traffic flow model with random passing orders of
each vehicle type is constructed from the monitored traffic volume and assumed speed of traffic
vehicles. At the same time, surface profile of the bridge deck should be measured on sites or
generated from the available mathematical method. To consider the amplified effect of
roughness irregularity on dynamic vehicular load, the surface profile is input into a vehicle
roughness interaction simulation. The total load of vehicle in the simulation is calculated as the
sum of static weight and the stochastic dynamic load amplified by roughness.

Figure 2.1: The flow chart of the numerical scheme
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The fluctuation of total load of vehicle represents for the variation of vehicular load when traffic
vehicles travel on given surface roughness profile. In proposed numerical scheme, each axle of
vehicle is represented as an input force function. The amplitude of the forcing function is
generated from statistical value of total load in vehicle surface roughness interaction.
Meanwhile, the function shape is modelled as the positive part of cosine function with the
period equal to four times of the traveling time of the time lag between two deck nodes in bridge
FE model. The input force time history of traffic flow passing through each node on bridge
deck is constructed from the chain of input force function of each vehicle type with random
passing orders. The built-in input force is then assigned at each discretized node of bridge FE
model. Time history analysis is implemented in Midas Civil to evaluate the bridge dynamic
response and impact factor of traffic vehicles. The vehicle dynamic load effect on existing
bridges considering combination effect of both random traffic and roughness condition could
be investigated by the proposed numerical scheme. Fig. 2.1 presents the flow chart of
implementing steps in numerical scheme.

2.1.2 Built-in traffic flow and bridge FE model
In this scheme, firstly, the random traffic flow is constructed from the measured traffic
volume data of each vehicle type in a time interval. Traffic volume is defined as the number of
vehicles passing through a section during a specific time interval. Assume that the traffic flow
has is the averaged velocity V within the target time interval, that is derived using the
relationship below:

Ntr = K  V

(2.1)

where Ntr, K and V are traffic volume, traffic density and speed of traffic flow respectively.
Traffic density is the number of vehicles per unit section. At the same traffic volume condition,
the higher speed will reduce the density of traffic and vice versa. From given monitored traffic
data, traffic flow with random passing orders is constructed. Consider a bridge structure with
surface roughness under a traffic flow loading as shown in Fig. 2.2. Some assumptions were
assigned to consider the traffic volume of each vehicles type acquired in the traffic data. In Fig.
2.2, two axial static loads of each vehicle, indicated by pc and pt are equal, and the time-lag
between two axles of each vehicle, tc and tt are approximately calculated based on the distance
of two axle spacing and vehicle speed V. The spacing distance between two axles of car and
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truck were assumed to be 4 m and 8 m, respectively, which based on [61] for standard car and
truck under 25 tons. Then, the characteristics of traffic flow within the setup time interval are
applied for terming the time-history. The averaged heading time between consecutive vehicles

t is calculated from the measured total traffic volume per the setup period. Also, the order of
passing trucks is randomly sampled; for instance, in case of the traffic flow with total traffic
volume of 100 and truck ratio of 10%, the ten numbers are sampled from #1 to #100. From the
given assumptions, the random flow of measured traffic data is constructed.

Figure 2.2 : Traffic flow pass through a bridge

At the same time, the FE model of the bridge is built from the designed document. The
FE model is validated by comparing the calculated frequencies with the extracted frequency
from measurement data. The deck of bridge FE model consists of nodes #1, #2, …, #n by the
discretization. The built-in bridge FE model will be used for implementing time history analysis
in the next step of the scheme.

2.1.3 Vehicle roughness interaction simulation
To investigate the variation of dynamic load due to surface roughness, the equations of motion
between vehicle and roughness is constructed in vehicle roughness interaction simulation. In
practice, the mass of vehicle is changed due to the additional load meanwhile the tire and
suspension system performance may vary with their production series and service time even
with the same vehicle type. In this study, traffic vehicles are classified as car and truck only.
They are represented by quarter car model with uncertain parameters of vehicle mass, tyre and
suspension system. In quarter car model simulation, effect of vehicle properties uncertainty,
random properties of each roughness level, and the vehicle speeds on dynamic vehicle load are
14

investigated. If there is no available data for roughness measurement, the artificial random
roughness is generated from available PSD value of each roughness level in International
Standard Organization (ISO 8608). By solving the equation of motion between the quarter car
model and simulated road profile, total load of car and truck the variation of vehicle parameter,
roughness damage condition, and speeds are calculated. The total load is the sum of the
amplified dynamic load due to random roughness and the static weight of vehicle. Consider that
the calculated total load of traffic vehicle amplified by surface roughness is random at every
point of bridge deck. The statistical values of the simulated total load (mean and COV) represent
for the fluctuation of traffic vehicle load under different speeds and roughness conditions.
Monter Carlo simulation with 10000 samples of each independence variable of vehicle
parameters and roughness profile at each roughness level is generated by normal distribution.
For each sample, mean and COV value of total load of car and truck is calculated. In the
distribution of 10000 sample, we can randomly select sample #k of calculated mean of car and
truck ( Pck and Ptk ) and the respect COV ( COVck , COVtk ) .The calculated random amplitude
( Pcijk , Ptijk ) of varying loads in front and rear tire of car #i and truck #i in the traffic flow at
deck node #j on FE model from mean and COV sample #k are calculated as Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2.
The considered steps of calculating varying load of traffic vehicle are presented in Fig. 2.3.

Pcijk = Pck (1  COVck )

(2.1)

Ptijk = Ptk (1  COVtk )

(2.2)

Where:
Pck , Ptk : mean value COV value of total load of car and truck at sample #k
COVck , COVtk : COV value of total load of car and truck at sample #k
Pcijk , Ptijk : random amplitude of constructed input load of car #i and truck #i at deck node #j at

sample #k
This random amplitude of forcing function of each vehicle type represents for the
variation of traffic vehicle passing though the surface profile on bridge. Moreover, each traffic
volume data, the arrival of passing vehicles is randomly generated. The amplitude of varying
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load will change for each single passing vehicle at each roughness point of bridge deck. From
these values input force time history of traffic load will be constructed in the next step.

Figure 2.3 : Steps of construction of input traffic load

2.1.4 Input time history of traffic load
The main point of this scheme is that the dynamic effects of axial loads of passing
vehicles are represented as a time-history of input force at each node of bridge FE model. From
the random traffic flow and the statistical values of two total vehicle load, we could construct
the input time history of traffic flow. Each axial load of a vehicle is assigned to the nodes of
bridge deck model as two transient time forcing functions; i.e., two transient effects due to two
axles for one vehicle. A dynamic vehicular load experiment was conducted to investigate the
change of vehicle force amplitude and shape due to roughness condition. In the test setup, the
impact wheel force of car and truck pass though the normal surface and a hump with different
speed are measured by a load sensor. According to the experiment, the amplitude and shape of
force change with speed and roughness level. The impact force can be modelled by a triangular
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of cosine function. Therefore, in this study, the transient force function was represented by
positive part of cosine functions with the amplitudes equal to the random total axle load. Detail
of the experiment is provided in Appendix. The passing of a vehicle in built in random traffic
flow is represented by the time-lag of the force function between two nodes te that can be
determined by element size, Le in Fig. 2.4, and the vehicle speed in the traffic flow V. The
amplitude of force function of each of a passenger car and truck are random variables generated
from normal distribution of mean and COV of calculated total load. To make sure that the load
function increases from zero to load amplitude exactly at the bridge node, the period of cosine
function must equal to four times of te.
Finally, the time history analysis is implemented for bridge dynamic response
simulation in Midas civil. Fig. 2.4 shows the time history analysis time forcing function of truck
and car assigned at node #1 and #2 of bridge deck. The dynamic effect of surface roughness,
traffic flow, and speeds are investigated by maximum and RMS value of deck acceleration.
This scheme provides a conventional tool for statistically assessing the combined effect of
traffic flow and deck roughness condition on bridge dynamic response.

Figure 2.4 : Time history of input force function of truck #1, car #1 and car #2 at node #1 and
#2 of bridge deck from sample #k of distribution of calculated mean and COV of total load
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2.2 Summary
This chapter introduces the steps to implement the proposed numerical scheme on
existing bridges considering the effect of traffic data and surface roughness. At first, number of
each vehicle type passing through the target structures within a period is collected. From the
traffic volume data and assumed vehicle speed, traffic flow model with random passing orders
could be constructed. The headway time between consecutive vehicle in traffic flow is
determined by traffic volume and the speed. At the same time of traffic monitoring, bridge
acceleration is also measured on the target structure. Secondly, a FE model of the bridge
constructed which define the discretized nodes on bridge deck. The calculated mode shape in
FE model is compared with the frequencies extracted from the measurement for validation.
Then, effect of roughness on dynamic load of each vehicle is calculated in vehicle roughness
interaction. The vehicles are represented by quarter car model meanwhile the roughness must
be measured or randomly generated by mathematical approach. The length of the roughness
profile is equal to bridge length. The mean and COV of total load are calculated from quarter
car model simulation. From the constructed traffic flow model and the statistical value of
vehicle load, the input time history load of traffic flow passing through the discretized deck
nodes is constructed. Each vehicle in traffic flow model is considered as a moving force
function with fluctuated amplitude. The variation of forcing function amplitude is randomly
generated from mean and COV of total load in vehicle roughness interaction simulation. Finally,
the constructed input time history is assigned at each node of bridge FE model. Time history
analysis is implemented in the available Midas Civil software to evaluate bridge dynamic
responses and IM.
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Chapter 3
3. VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL
CALCULATION SCHEME
In this chapter, the parameters of target bridge, the dynamic data acquisition, and the
traffic measurement are first presented. The correlation between the measured traffic and the
bridge dynamic response were then verified using the acquired data for determining the
significant traffic patterns for constructing the input traffic flow in the calculation. To evaluate
the bridge dynamic response under traffic flow and roughness condition in numerical scheme,
the quarter car model simulation was first implemented in this section. It calculates statistic
variables; mean and COV, of the vehicle load at different speeds and random surface roughness
levels. The statistical values are used for randomly generating fluctuated amplitude of the time
history traffic forcing function. The dynamic response of the target bridge with the traffic flow
forcing function created from the traffic data was then verified by comparing the calculated
acceleration time-histories to the measured acceleration data. After the validation, the effect of
the truck ratio, vehicle speed, and the surface roughness condition on bridge dynamic response
are investigated by the parametric study.
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3.1 Data acquisition in the target bridge and FE modelling
3.1.1 Target bridge description
The test-bed structure for validation here is one of spans of an existing steel box-girder
bridge. The bridge is a half-through bridge, and the target span consists of three simplysupported steel box girders, a steel plate deck, and steel bearings. The target span has the length
is 25.2m, and the widths of passenger lane and two vehicle lanes, which are in the same way,
are 4m and 6.5m, respectively. Each of three box-girders is located at the edge of passenger or
vehicle lanes (Fig. 3.1). Three main girders are connected by crossbeams every 2.52m in the
longitudinal direction. The three girders are tapered along the longitudinal direction. The
longitudinal ribs are placed every 0.3m in transverse direction to support the steel deck (Fig.
3.2). The slab of the girder has the thickness of 0.055 meter. Notice that no damages on the
surface of asphalt concrete pavement is pointed out in the bridge inspection data; therefore, it
can be said that the bridge surface is in good condition.

Figure 3.1: Cross section of the target bridge

(b) Cross beam and longitudinal rib system
Figure 3.2: The vehicle lane and cross beam of the target bridge
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3.1.2 Acquisition of dynamic response data and traffic data
In the data acquisition, the synchronized accelerations were acquired by the wireless
system [62], that mounted the MEMS sensor with measurement range of ±5G, 0.5Grms/√Hz
noise level, and 0.06G/LSB resolution (product of Epson M-A351AU10). Two wireless
sensor nodes; Sensor #1 and #2, were attached on the lower flanges at the mid-span of two boxgirders of the traffic lanes, as shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The three-dimensional data were
continuously acquired throughout the data acquisition period (from 8 am to 7 pm on January
11th, 2018) with 100Hz sampling frequency. The vertical acceleration (z direction) was used
in this study.
The traffic volume data was also acquired on the bridge during the acceleration
measurement. The number of cars and trucks pass through each of left and right lane of vehicle
route of target structure were counted every ten minutes during data acquisition period. To
characterize the variation of dynamic response with corresponding to traffic condition, the
measured root mean square (RMS) of vertical acceleration were calculated. Fig. 3.5 shows the
variation of traffic data and the RMS acceleration of bridge deck. From 8am to 7pm, total
number of traffic and the number of cars show the same trend, meanwhile, the number of trucks
decrease after 3pm (Fig. 3.5 (a)). From 8am to 3pm, the RMS of vertical acceleration in Sensor
#2 (right lane) is always higher than Sensor #1 (left lane), however, the measured data in both
sensors becomes the same at around 2 gal when the number of trucks reduce, as shown in Fig.
3.5(b). During that period, it is also observed that both number of trucks and RMS acceleration
have decreasing trend.

Figure 3.3: Target bridge span and configuration of wireless sensor nodes
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(a) Epson sensor

(b) Sensor deployment

Figure 3.4: Target bridge span and configuration of wireless sensor nodes

(a) Traffic volume

(b) RMS of vertical acceleration

Figure 3.5: Traffic data and RMS of vertical acceleration of bridge from 8 am to 7 pm

Figure 3.6: Truck ratio of traffic data from 8 am to 7 pm
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Figure 3.7: Scatter plots of traffic data with RMS of vertical acceleration from 8 am to 7 pm

From monitoring data, the number of trucks over the total vehicle numbers (truck ratio)
is also calculated (Fig. 3.6). The relationship between bridge dynamic response and traffic data
are presented in Fig. 3.7. Each point of the graph represents for the RMS of vertical acceleration
measured by sensor 1 and 2 corresponding to the number of trucks, cars, traffic volume, and
truck ratio of a 10-minute traffic data. The scatter plot indicates that there is positive correlation
between the number of trucks and truck ratio with RMS acceleration. On the other hand, traffic
volume has no influence on bridge dynamic response since the acceleration results variate at
the same number of vehicles. It is also seen that the increase of car reduces the RMS
acceleration. To quantify the relationship of traffic data with the bridge dynamic response, the
correlation coefficients between measured RMS of vertical acceleration with number of
counting vehicles and truck ratio were calculated, as shown in Table 3.1.
The results show that bridge dynamic response has high correlation with number of trucks
and truck ratio meanwhile it has low correlation with number of cars. It indicates that the truck
or heavy vehicle significantly contributes to the bridge oscillation; meanwhile, the RMS
acceleration is independent of traffic volume. Therefore, the main traffic patterns that are
considered in the numerical simulation is the speed and truck ratio. The relationship between
RMS acceleration and truck ratio can be used for validating the results of the numerical scheme.
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Table 3.1: Correlation coefficient between traffic data and RMS of vertical acceleration
Traffic data

Sensor 1 Sensor 2

Number of trucks

0.72

0.66

Number of passenger cars

-0.27

-0.21

Total passenger cars and trucks

-0.04

-0.07

Truck ratio

0.72

0.64

3.2 Construction of a FE model
3.2.1 FE modelling
To implement time history analysis, a finite element (FE) model of the target span was
constructed by one of general-purpose software: Midas Civil (version 2015). The cross-section
and detail length of structure components were modelled according to the bridge drawing in
design stage. The main girders, crossbeams and longitudinal ribs were modelled as the beam
elements; meanwhile, the deck slab was modelled by the plate element (Fig. 3.8). The simplysupported boundary conditions were applied in the both ends of three main girders in the target
span. All the model components were designed with SM490A steel material with Young
modulus of 2.05×108 MPa and Poisson ratio of 0.3 (Table 3.2). The total model consists of
1,096 beam elements and 680 plates elements. The target structure was an existing bridge;
however, the FE model was built based on parameters provided in the design document.
Assume that density of deck slab concrete was 24 kN/m3 and the cross section of all cross-beam
was the same across bridge width. The modal analysis was conducted for the constructed FE
model, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
Table 3.2: Parameters of the target bridge
Parameters

Description

Values

Young’s modulus of steel

𝛾𝑠

20.5 GPa

Young’s modulus of concrete

𝛾𝑐

20 GPa

Steel’s density

𝐷𝑠

7.7 g/cm3

Concrete’s density

𝐷𝑐

2.4 g/cm3

Poisson ratio of concrete

𝜌𝑐

0.17

Poisson ratio of steel

𝜌𝑠

0.3
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(a) FE bridge model

(b) Girder and slab

(c) Boundary condition

(d) Cross beam and longitudinal ribs

(e) The tapered girder
Figure 3.8: The components of constructed FE model

(a) 1st mode

(b) 2nd mode

(c) 3rd mode

(d) 4th mode

Figure 3.9: Mode shapes in bridge FE model
3.2.2 FE modelling validation
To extract the measured resonant frequencies for FE model validation, the power
spectrum density (PSD) of 10-minute acceleration was calculated. The peak frequencies were
derived from one of acceleration data from 13:40 pm to 13:50 pm. Each time-history was
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divided into four segments to apply the Hanning window and 50% overlap. From the obtained
PSD in Fig. 3.10, four peaks can be recognized. The comparison of calculated and measured
frequencies is shown in Table 3.3. The discrepancy in the 2nd mode is relatively high; however,
there are good agreement around 95% in three of four modes. The FE model of target structure
is validated for implementing time history analysis.

(a) High truck ratio ( 8 am to 8:10 am)

(b) Low truck ratio (6:10 pm to 6:20 pm)

Figure 3.10: Time history of measured vertical deck acceleration at high and low truck ratio

Figure 3.11: PSD of measured frequencies of target structure

Table 3.3: Comparison of resonant frequencies of FE model to measurement data
Mode no.

FE model (Hz)

Measurement (Hz)

1st

4.17

4.02

2nd

6.21

7.76

3rd

10.79

10.06

4th

13.36

12.89
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3.3 Statistical variables of vehicle load
3.3.1 Road profile generation from roughness index
Previous literatures [13], [15], [16] found that the variation of vehicle loads is
significantly influenced by the condition of roughness surface. When a vehicle moves on the
bridge, the total load of the vehicle is different from its static weight as the dynamic load
amplified by irregularity surface and vehicle velocity. The aim of this section is to quantify the
variation of total load of car and truck under certain roughness levels and different speeds. The
mean and COV values of output load represent for the interaction between vehicles and
different random surface condition. From the statistical results, the amplitude of time forcing
function of each vehicle in traffic flow amplified by surface roughness will be randomly
generated by normal distribution for time history analysis.
The most common way to create an artificial roughness is based on the PSD value of road
profile indicated in ISO 8608 [43]. The ISO road provides the PSD gd (n0) (m3/cycle) at the
reference spatial frequency n0=1/2 (cycle/m) of the road level from very good to very bad
condition. From this value, the PSD function gd (n) of road profiles at spatial frequency n
(cycle/m) is calculated by Eq. (3.1)
 n
gd ( n ) = gd ( n0 )  
 n0 

−2

(n1 ≤ n ≤ n2)

(3.1)

where n1, n2 are the lower and upper cut-off frequency of the road profile, respectively. The
wave length of the current simulation is from 0.02 m to 25 m. The random road profile h(x) is
the sum of simple harmonic functions as expressed in Eq. (3.2)
N

h ( x ) =  2n  g d ( in ) cos ( 2 in  x + i )
i =0

(3.2)

In the equation, the random phase angle  i of harmonic functions can be generated from a
uniform probabilistic distribution within 0 to upper band 2 and spatial wave number

n

(cycle/m). To assess effect of surface roughness levels, the random deck profile from good,
average, and bad condition of bridge surface which correspond to PSD of 32×10-6, 128×10-6
and 512×10-6 (m3/cycle) are generated at every 0.05 m along the length of the target bridge
(25.2 m). The artificial random roughness profiles are shown in Fig. 3.12. It is observed that
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the profiles fluctuate within ±5 mm, ±10 mm, and ±20 mm at good, average, and bad surface
roughness level. The plot of PSD of generated profiles is given in Fig.3.13.

Figure 3.12: Generated random roughness in good, average, bad condition from ISO 8608

Figure 3.13: PSD of generate profiles

3.3.2 Quarter car model
The variation of vehicle load under different levels of roughness is investigated by the
quarter car models. In this simulation, the traffic vehicles are classified as car and truck. The
lumped-mass modelling and uncertainty parameters of the car and truck quarter car models are
given in Fig. 3.14 and Table 3.4 [63-66]. Each parameter of vehicle suspension is generated
randomly and independently as normal distribution with the given mean and COV value. The
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interaction of quarter car model and random roughness is characterized by instantaneous
displacement of sprung mass y2, un-sprung mass y1, and the height of roughness h with respect
to the road distance x, as shown in Fig. 3.14.
Table 3.4: Parameters of quarter vehicle models [63-66]
Parameter

Mean-Car

Mean-Truck

COV Car

COV Truck

Sprung mass ms (kg)

400

4,500

10%

20%

Un-sprung mass mu (kg)

40

650

10%

20%

Suspension stiffness ks (kN/m)
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570

10%

20%

Suspension damping cs (N∙s/m)

1,500

21,000

10%

20%

Tire stiffness kt (kN/m)

150

3,000

10%

20%

Figure 3.14: Quarter Car Model

When vehicle passes through the road profile, the equations of motion between quarter
car model and random road roughness are given in Eqs. (3.3a) and (3.3b)
ms y2 + cs ( y2 − y1 ) + ks ( y2 − y1 ) = 0

(3.3a)

mu y1 + cs ( y1 − y2 ) + ks ( y1 − y2 ) − kt ( y1 − h ) = 0

(3.3b)

The fluctuation of dynamic load when vehicles travel on the certain random road profile is
calculated via the stiffness of un-sprung mass kt and relative displacement between road profile
and un-sprung mass, as expressed in Eq. (3.4). The total load of vehicle Ptotal is the sum of the
dynamic load Pdyn with the dead load (mu+ms)g of vehicle as shown in Eq.(3.5).
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Pdyn = kt ( h − y1 )
Ptotal = Pdyn + ( mu + ms ) g

(3.4)
(3.5)

where g=9.81m/s2 is the gravity acceleration of vehicle weight. In this study, 10 random
roughness profiles are generated to reduce the bias of the simulation on dynamic load. The
investigated speeds of quarter car models in the simulation are 20, 40, 60, 80 km/h, respectively.
3.3.3 Dynamic axle load under different surface roughness level and speeds
At each road profile case, the mean and COV of total load of car and truck travel on the bridge
at a certain speed are calculated. Figs. 3.15 plots the instantaneous dynamic force of car and
truck at different speeds in good surface condition. The figure indicated that as the vehicle speed
increases, the dynamic load of car does not change but the travel time on the bridge reduces.
As a result, the calculated mean total load and the calculated COV is the same when the speeds
of vehicles increase as shown in Figs. 3.18(a) and 3.19 (a). Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 plot the
instantaneous total force of car and truck at different surface condition at speed of v=20 km/h.
The load of vehicle is more fluctuate when the roughness condition deteriorated.
Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 present the error plots of standard deviation of each of mean and COV
of the total loads of car and truck under the different roughness conditions in 20 running cases.
It is observed that both values are more fluctuated at deteriorated roughness condition. In both
cases of truck and car, the COV of total load increases roughness condition deteriorated as
shown in Fig.3.18. It is observed that both values are more fluctuated at deteriorated roughness
condition, however, they keep the same value at different speeds. In both cases of truck and car,
the COV of total load significantly increases as roughness condition is more damage, as shown
in Fig. 3.19. Comparing two vehicle types, truck is much more influenced by roughness
condition as its COV is always higher than car at all speed levels. It needs to be pointed out that
the statistical values of total load could represent for the interaction between traffic vehicle and
different surface roughness condition. The statistical values from all 20 cases of random surface
profile are averaged to extract the calculated mean and COV of total load in quarter car model
simulation. The values are then used for generating the random load fluctuation of car and truck
in traffic flow due to different roughness conditions for time history analysis (as shown in Eqs.
1.1 and 1.2).
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(a) V= 20 km/h

(b) V= 40 km/h

(c) V= 60 km/h

(d) V= 80 km/h

Figure 3.15: Dynamic load of car travels on good surface roughness at different speeds

(a) Good roughness

(b) Average roughness

(c) Bad roughness

Figure 3.16: Dynamic load of car travels on different surface roughness at v=20 km/h

(a) Good roughness

(b) Average roughness

(c) Bad roughness

Figure 3.17: Dynamic load of truck travels on on different surface roughness at v=20 km/h

(a) Mean of total load of car

(b) Mean of total load of truck

Figure 3.18: Error bar plot of mean of total load of car and truck under different roughness
conditions
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(a) COV of total load of car

(b) COV of total load of truck

Figure 3.19: Error bar plot of COV of total load of car and truck under different roughness
conditions

3.4 Validation of numerical calculated scheme
To evaluate the bridge dynamic response under traffic flow and roughness condition in
numerical scheme, the quarter car model simulation was first implemented in this section. It
calculates statistic variables; mean and COV, of the vehicle load at different speeds and random
surface roughness levels. The statistical values are used for randomly generating fluctuated
amplitude of the time history traffic forcing function. The dynamic response of the target bridge
with the traffic flow forcing function created from the traffic data was then verified by
comparing the calculated acceleration time-histories to the measured acceleration data. After
the validation, the effect of the truck ratio, vehicle speed, and the surface roughness condition
on bridge dynamic response are investigated by the parametric study
In section 3.2, it is found that the RMS of measured acceleration has positive correlation
with truck ratio of traffic flow. Therefore, RMS accelerations under different truck ratio are
compared with data acquisition results for time history analysis validation. Bridge dynamic
response is calculated during 1- hour length traffic data with high and low traffic ratio. The high
truck ratio traffic is from 8 am to 9 am at which the number of trucks accounted for approximate
20% of total vehicles. Meanwhile, truck ratio is lower than 10% from 6 pm to 7 pm. For each
traffic condition, ten loading scenarios are implemented to roughly express the random feature
of traffic flow. The simulation was implemented by constant Newmark-beta integration method
in Midas Civil software with 0.01-second time increment and 5% damping ratio. According to
monitoring data, traffic flow runs in two lanes of the bridge at the same direction. Since the
deck surface of test-bed structure is in good condition, the time forcing function of traffic
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vehicles is built from the calculated mean and COV of total load under good roughness surface.
Assume that the traffic has the constants speed of 20 km/h in time history analysis. Time history
of calculated acceleration during 10-minute traffic flow at high truck ratio (8 am to 8:10 am)
and low truck ratio (6 pm to 6:10 pm) are shown in Fig. 3.20. It is observed that the visible
peaks of simulated acceleration represent for the number of trucks in traffic flow. Since the
traffic vehicles travel on two lanes, the acceleration amplitude increases when vehicles run
parallel on the bridge. As a result, truck ratio in traffic flow influences on RMS value of
acceleration rather than its maximum. To investigate the sensitivity of bridge dynamic
responses and the number of passing order, the standard error bar plot of RMS calculated
acceleration value with 5, 10, 15 and 20 passing orders of the same traffic condition are
implemented in Fig. 3.21. The results show that the number of passing order should be larger
than 10 to get the stable result of bridge dynamic responses. Figs. 3.22 and 3.23 compare the
measured and error bar plot of calculated RMS accelerations at right and left side of mid-span
deck during 1-hour traffic at different truck ratios.

(a) High truck ratio (8 am to 8:10 am)

(b) Low truck ratio (6 pm to 6:10 pm)

Figure 3.20: Time history of calculated acceleration during 10-minute traffic flow

Figure 3.21: Error bar plot of RMS Acceleration with number of random passing orders
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(a) Measured acceleration at right lane

(b) Measured acceleration at left lane

(c) Error bar plot of acceleration at right lane

(d) Error bar plot of acceleration at left lane

Figure 3.22: RMS of measured and calculated acceleration at high truck ratio condition

(a) Measured acceleration at right lane

(c) Error bar plot of acceleration at right lane

(b) Measured acceleration at left lane

(d) Error bar plot of acceleration at left lane

Figure 3.23: RMS of measured and calculated acceleration at low truck ratio condition
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Since the weight and speeds of vehicle are neither identified in real case, only fluctuation
trend of RMS acceleration under different traffic condition are compared with monitoring data.
When traffic flow has high truck ratio (8 am to 9 am), the calculated response could capture the
shift of RMS acceleration in the measurement acceleration except for some sets of data period
(i.e. from 8 am to 8:10, 8:40 to 8:50 am of Figs. 3.22 (a), 3.22(c)). On the other hand, in the
case of low truck ratio (6 pm to 7 pm), the RMS fluctuation of calculated acceleration agreed
with that of measurement data. It is observed that the high fluctuation of truck weight on traffic
flow affected on the RMS of bridge accelerations. In addition, higher calculated RMS
accelerations are also observed at high truck ratio condition (8 am to 9 am) as compared with
low truck ratio condition (6 pm to 7 pm). It could be concluded that RMS acceleration depends
on truck ratio of traffic flow. Since this finding has good agreement with measurement data, the
proposed numerical scheme could capture fluctuation of bridge dynamic response under
different traffic condition and good surface roughness.

3.5 Effect of traffic flow characteristics and roughness conditions
3.5.1 Bridge acceleration
It has been reported that the deterioration of surface roughness and vehicle speed have
significant effect on bridge responses. Time history analysis is further applied for bridge
dynamic evaluation to assess the influence of these factors. RMS and maximum values of
acceleration which represent for the average and instantaneous fluctuation level of bridge
dynamic responses are calculated. Traffic flow at 8am to 8:10 am with volume of 112 vehicles
and 22.3 % truck ratio are chosen for parametric study. At different speeds and roughness
conditions, ten loading scenarios of the given traffic condition are analysed. At each scenario,
the passing orders of truck and car are randomly generated.
Figs.3.24 and 3.25 plot the standard error bars of RMS and maximum value of deck
acceleration at mid span under good, average, bad surface roughness and vehicle speed of 20
to 80 km/h. The results show that RMS values of acceleration increase with the increment of
vehicle speeds meanwhile they keep the same at all roughness conditions. The RMS values
only slightly increase when traffic passes through bad roughness condition at 60 to 80 km/h
speed (Fig. 3.23 (c)). On the other hand, the maximum value of bridge acceleration is influenced
by both speeds and surface irregularity. The mean value of maximum acceleration is more
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fluctuated when traffic vehicle travel on deteriorated surface condition, except for the case of
low speed (20 km/h). It can be explained that the fluctuated load of car and truck under high
speeds and damaged roughness could result in the high instantaneous bridge acceleration.

(a) Good roughness

(b) Average roughness

(c) Bad roughness

Figure 3.24: RMS acceleration under different surface roughness and speeds

(a) Good roughness

(b) Average roughness

(c) Bad roughness

Figure 3.25: Maximum acceleration under different surface roughness and speeds

The numerical results indicate that RMS of deck acceleration depends on traffic condition
and speed meanwhile its maximum value is amplified by deteriorated roughness surface and
high vehicle velocity. From the results here, the features of RMS and maximum accelerations
obtained by the calculation scheme are expected to be used for the evaluation of the bridge
dynamic effects on live load in the existing bridges.
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3.6 Summary
In this study, authors proposed a numerical calculation scheme to evaluate the bridge
dynamic response under the traffic flow amplified by surface roughness condition for assessing
dynamic effect of live load in the existing bridges. At first, the detail parameters of target bridge,
data acquisition and traffic monitoring data on the bridge are presented. A validation FE model
is also constructed for using in time history analysis. The correlation result shows that RMS
acceleration and number of trucks or truck ratio has high correlation meanwhile it is
independence of number of total vehicle and number of cars. The bridge dynamic data, traffic
data, and FE model of the target bridge will be used for validating the numerical scheme in the
next chapter.
The scheme illustrated the combined effect of traffic flow and surface roughness
irregularity by fluctuated amplitude of loading function assigned at the bridge nodes of the FE
model. From verifications with the target of an actual bridge and the numerical study, some
conclusions can be summarized as below:
- From monitoring data, the number of trucks or truck ratio in traffic flow have high
correlation with RMS of bridge acceleration. In numerical scheme, the calculated bridge
accelerations during 1- hour traffic with high and low truck ratio also showed agreements
with that of the measurement data, especially in case of low truck ratio.
- From the parametric study, the RMS acceleration increases with the increment of vehicle
speed mean while it slightly changes from good to bad surface condition. At the same traffic
condition and speed, the RMS acceleration did not fluctuate among different passing orders
of traffic vehicles.
- The parametric study showed that the variation of vehicle speed, vehicle passing order, and
surface roughness condition influences on maximum of bridge acceleration. The value is
independence of truck ratio; however, it is influenced by both speed and surface roughness
condition. The maximum acceleration is also highly fluctuated by variation of vehicle
passing order in traffic flow, especially at high speed and bad surface roughness.

In the proposed calculation scheme, the different damage conditions of surface roughness
along bridge length can be represented by statistically traffic load with different fluctuated level.
Therefore, the constructed scheme is expected to evaluate the effect of local surface
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deterioration of the actual surface roughness and traffic flow on dynamic responses. It was then
concluded that the calculation scheme was applicable to evaluate dynamic responses of existing
bridges with the given dynamic monitoring data, traffic flow, and surface roughness condition.
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Chapter 4
4. VEHICLE DYNAMIC LOAD EFFECTS ON
EXISTING BRIGES CONSIDERING LOCAL
ROUGHNESS DAMAGE

When traffic flow continuously passes through the bridge, the peak of vehicle load often
occurs at the specific damaged locations of bridge surface. As a result, the continuous spatial
repeatability phenomenon increases the deteriorated level of surface roughness and fluctuates
bridge dynamic responses. This chapter presents an investigation of vehicle dynamic load effect
on existing multiple reinforced concrete bridges considering traffic flow and local roughness
condition by using the proposed scheme. The local damage of bridge surface is measured by
International Roughness Index (IRI) in every 1-meter length. The value of IRI is then converted
into PSD of road roughness level in ISO 6808. The value of PSD represented for road roughness
classification of each segment on bridge. The proposed numerical scheme is applied to calculate
bridge dynamic response and IM of the bridges considering roughness condition indicated in
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each segment length. To validate the scheme, RMS acceleration of bridge deck in different set
of traffic oscillated by measured surface condition are compared to the measured acceleration.
Effect of local damage condition and vehicle passing orders on the bridge dynamic responses
is also examined. Dynamic effect ratio on bridges considering the traffic and local damage is
derived, which relate to the dynamic impact factor in LRFR specification.

4.1 Data acquisition and traffic monitoring
This section presents the procedure of bridge measurement and traffic counting in two
existing bridges in Vietnam. At first, the information of bridge parameters is provided. In data
acquisition, the mid-span deck acceleration and traffic volume are measured every 5 minutes.
Bridge acceleration is measured by two sensor nodes attached near to the railing in the middle
and the quarter of the bridge length. Total of 7 sets of results will be used to statistically evaluate
the mean and standard deviation of bridge dynamic responses, number of vehicles and
percentage of truck pass through the bridge. The

4.1.1 Bridge parameter and sensor deployment
The target bridges for this project are two existing reinforced concrete girder bridges with
20-meter and 33-meter span length, respectively. Both bridges have 12-meter width and 0.2meter thickness alphalt concrete slab, which is divided into 2 traffic lanes. In both bridges, there
are 5 main girders with the transverse spacing of 2.3 meters. The main girders are connected by
3 cross beams in bridge #1 and 4 cross beams in bridge #2. The bridges have simply-suported
boundary condition. From visual inspection, bridge #1 has 5-I girder cross section with medium
surface condition and high traffic volume. The second bridge includes 5-I girder cross section
with severe roughness damage and lower traffic volume. Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 present the inspection
pictures of bearing, main girder, and surface condition in two existing bridges. The two test
bed structures represent for the most typical short span existing bridges which were in service
for more than 20 years. Two existing bridges were also constructed accoding to different
standard specifications. The first bridge is constructed according to Vietnamese standard
22TCN 18-79. The second test bed structure followed AASHTO LRFD [1] in design stage. The
designed load of two bridge are HS20-44 and H30-XB80, respectively. The general information
of the structure type, traffic and roughness condition of two bridges are shown in Table 4.1.
The cross sections of two existing bridges are presented in Fig. 4.4.
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(a) Bearing

(b) Main girders

(c) Surface rougness

Figure 4.1: Current condition of bridge #1

(a) Bearing

(b) Main girders

(c) Surface roughness

Figure 4.2: Current condition of bridge #2

Table 4.1: Bridges information
Information

Bridge #1

Bridge #2

Bridge length (m)

20

33

Bridge width (m)

12

12

No of lanes

2

2

Girder type

I girder

T girder

Surface type

Asphalt Concrete

Asphalt Concrete

Surface condition

Moderate

Very poor

Traffic condition

High volume

Medium volume

Vehicle types

Car, truck, trailer

Car, truck, trailer

Designed load

1.25HS20-44

H30-XB80

Specification

AASHTO

22TCN18-1979

Year

2002

1997
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(a) I- girder cross section in bridge #1

(b) T-girder cross section in bridge #2

Figure 4.3: Cross section of two existing bridges

(a) Bridge #1: HS20-44 loading

(b) Bridge #2: H30-XB80 loading

Figure 4.4: Design loading in two existing bridges
4.1.2 Data acquisition and traffic flow monitoring
To apply the time history analysis, the traffic data, bridge response and surface roughness
condition of two target existing bridges are measured. Two Epson sensor nodes are attached
near to the railing on the bridge for bridge acceleration monitoring. The sensors capture the
acceleration data every 0.005 second with 20 Hz low pass filter for reducing noise. Two Epson
sensors are synchronized by Bluetooth system via the measurement PC. The sensor has the
measurement range of ±5G, 0.5 μ Grms/√Hz noise level, and 0.06 μ G/LSB. Fig.4.5 presents
two sets of sensor deployment and measurement devices in two bridges. In the first
configuration, two Epson sensors are deployed at the middle of bridge to investigate the shift
of bridge response due to traffic volume. The sensors are then set at the quarter and middle of
bridge to extract the bridge mode shapes and frequencies (Fig. 4.6)
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At the same time, current traffic flow data is monitored via two cameras set on two lanes
of the bridges. The traffic flow condition is characterized by traffic volume, which is the number
of vehicles passing through a specific section in a specific time interval. To simplify the vehicle
variation, traffic types are classified only as car and truck. During the data acquisition period,
the number of car and truck passing through the bridge is counted every 5 minutes. On each
bridge, 6 sets of both 5-minute acceleration data and traffic counting are collected. Fig. 4.7
shows the time history accelerations measured from sensor 1 and 2 in two existing bridges. At
both lanes of the bridges, the measured accelerations are only slightly different between two
sensors. The figures reveal that under real traffic excitation, maximum acceleration could reach
to a very high value of 80 (gal) when heavy trucks pass through the bridges. For all
measurement sets, the recorded response data are almost the same at both sensors. Tables 4.2
and 4.3 present the traffic volume counted on test bed structures.
The plots of traffic volume and RMS of vertical acceleration in 6 sets data at two lanes of
the bridges are presented on Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. It is seen that in both test-bed structures, the
number of trucks almost higher or equal to the number of cars, causing high bridge excitation
responses. The measured traffic data and bridge responses will be used for creating the input
force of traffic in time history analysis.

Figure 4.5: Sensor deployment in two existing bridges
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(a) Sensor node

(b) Data processing system

(c) Connecting cable

Figure 4.6: Epson sensor components
The results show that the number of vehicles passing through bridge #1 are two times
higher than bridge #1, however, the percentages of truck in both structures are almost the same.
The highest truck ratio in two bridges are 71.8 % and 50 %, respectively. The comparative time
history accelerations of both bridges in Fig. 4.7 shows that the maximum bridge dynamic
response independence of truck ratio. The plots of vehicle number in 6 sets data at two lanes
bridge #1 and #2 are presented on Fig. 4.8. It is seen that the number of trucks almost higher or
equal to the number of cars, causing high bridge excitation responses. The RMS of vertical
acceleration is also presented in Fig. 4.9.

(a) Bridge #1 (set 1)

(b) Bridge #2 (set 1)
Figure 4.7: Time history of vertical acceleration in two existing bridges
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Table 4.2: Traffic volume in bridge #1
Set
1
2
3
4
5
6

Car
47
24
21
41
12
27

Truck
32
46
41
17
36
52

Total
79
70
62
58
48
79

Truck ratio
40.5%
65.7%
66.1%
29.3%
71.8%
60.5%

Table 4.3: Traffic volume in bridge #2
Set
1
2
3
4
5
6

Car
19
14
18
13
14
16

Truck

Total

16
12
18
6
14
9

35
26
36
19
28
25

(a) Bridge #1

Truck
ratio
45.7%
46.1%
50 %
31.5 %
50 %
36 %

(b) Bridge #2

Figure 4.8: Traffic volume in two existing bridges
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(b) Bridge #1

(b) Bridge #2

Figure 4.9: RMS of vertical acceleration in two existing bridges

(a) Minimum truck ratio (set 4)

(b) Maximum truck ratio (set 5)

Figure 4.10: Time history of mid span deck vertical acceleration of bridge #1

(a) Minimum truck ratio (set 4)

(b) Maximum truck ratio (set 3)

Figure 4.11: Time history of mid span deck vertical acceleration of bridge #2
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Among measurement data sets, time history plots of maximum and minimum truck ratio
and traffic volume of two bridges are presented in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. According to the results,
it is difficult to distinguish the traffic flow condition only from time history plot. Therefore, the
power spectrum density (PSD) of bridge responses are presented in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. Both
bridges show the same peak of measured frequency in case of and minimum and maximum
truck ratio. The 5-minute length vertical acceleration data in from sensor #1 attached left lane
is sampled with 200 Hz frequency. Hanning window with overlap of 50% is applied in PSD
calculation. The results show that both truck ratio conditions provide the same measured
frequency.

(a) Minimum truck ratio (set 4)

(b) Maximum truck ratio (set 5)

Figure 4.12: Power spectrum density of bridge #1

(a) Minimum truck ratio (set 4)

(b) Maximum truck ratio (set 3)

Figure 4.13: Power spectrum density of bridge #2
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To apply the time history analysis, the FE model of the target structures are constructed
based on the designed document and inspection data. The built in FE model are validated by
comparing the calculated mode shapes with measured frequencies extracted from PSD plot.

4.2 Bridge FE model validation
4.2.1 Bridge FE model
The finite element model of two existing bridges are constructed in Midas civil 2015.
In both bridges, the main girder and cross beam are modelled as the beam element meanwhile
the asphalt concrete slab is represented by plate element. The dimension of cross beams and
main girders are designed as the provided document and by the inspection data. Both bridges
have simply supported boundary condition at the two ends of the main girders. The concrete
material has the compressive strength of 40 MPa with Young modulus of 3.39 x 107 kN/m2 and
0.3 Poisson ratio. The density of concrete girder and slab are 25 kN/m3 and 24 kN/m3,
respectively. FE model of bridge #1 includes 112 beam elements and 80 plate elements. Bridge
#2 is constructed from 181 beam elements and 132 plate elements. From the eigen value
analysis in Midas civil, the calculated mode shapes in two existing bridges are calculated. Figs.
4.14 and 4.15 presents the resulted mode shapes in FE model of bridges #1 and #2.

a) 1st mode: 8.82 Hz (b) 2nd mode: 10.29Hz

(c) 3rd mode: 14.99 Hz

(d) 4th mode: 22.73 Hz

Figure 4.14: Mode shapes in FE model of bridge #1

a) 1st mode: 3.14 Hz (b) 2nd mode: 4.23Hz

(c) 3rd mode: 10.28 Hz

(d) 4th mode: 12.10 Hz

Figure 4.15: Mode shapes in FE model of bridge #2
4.2.2 FE model validation
To validate the calculated mode shape in FE model, PSD of bridge frequency is calculated
from measured data. The 5-minute acceleration data is divided into four segments with applied
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Hanning window and 50% overlap. The sampling frequency for analysis is 200Hz. The PSD
results show that, there are two main frequency ranges around 9.08 Hz and 13.46 Hz appear in
all the acceleration cases of bridge #1. On the other hand, the frequencies appear in PSD plot
of Nguyen bridge are around 3.34 Hz and 9.30 Hz for all three cases. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 presents
the comparison results of calculated modes shapes in FE model and measured frequencies in
two existing bridges. The discrepancies within 6% and 12% of in the first and third frequency
ranges are found in both bridges. The FE model are validated and can be used for time history
analysis.
Table 4.4: Measured frequency of bridge #1
Mode no.
1st

FE model (Hz)
8.82

Measurement (Hz)
9.08

2nd

10.29

-

3rd

14.99

13.46

4th

22.73

-

Table 4.5: Measured frequency of bridge #2
Mode no.

FE model (Hz)

Measurement (Hz)

1st

3.14

3.34

2nd

4.23

-

3rd

10.28

9.30

4th

12.10

-

4.3 Surface roughness condition
4.3.1 Surface roughness condition measurement
Nowadays, International roughness index (IRI) is one of the most common roughness
indicators for bridge and road surface due to it dynamic and flexible application. In theory, IRI
is defined as the accumulation of the un-sprung mass and sprung mass displacement over the
length of the road profile [67]. Therefore, the roughness index has the unit of slop (mm/m or
m/km). The value has been developed by World Bank in 1986 from previous research of
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). It then has been widely applied
in most of the countries in the word. In this project, Hawkeye DUO 1000 equipment is used for
measuring IRI in both existing bridges. The IRI is calculated every 1-meter length to represent
the local damage of the existing bridge. The Hawkeye 1000 Duo consists of a dual laser profiler
and a single dashboard mounted video camera, which enables the collection of longitudinal
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profile, roughness and macro-texture data, whist providing fully linked video images. Moreover,
during the measurement, an GPS equipment attached on the vehicle for recording its position
and velocity. The vehicle speed is controlled at 30 kilometres per hour. Fig. 4.16 presents the
component of laser profiler in IRI measurement. Since the IRI only perform the road roughness
in 2D dimension, the surface roughness condition in two vehicle lanes are measured to include
the irregular surface in transverse direction.

(a) GPS

(b) Laser

(c) PC

(d) Data acquisition

Figure 4.16: IRI devices

Figure 4.17: The arrangement of IRI load in two lanes

(a) IRI in every 1-meter segme

(b) Surface roughness from left side

(c) Surface roughness from right side

Figure 4.18: IRI result at every 1- meter segment of bridge #1
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The resolution of IRI value is 0.05 m. To ensure the result stability, the car runs 3 times
on each lane and the IRI value is averagely calculated (Fig 4.17). The IRI value in each segment
indicated the local damage positions which could amplify the dynamic vehicular load of
vehicles passing through the bridges. Previous studies found that this local irregular roughness
will yield repeat amplified vehicle loads, resulting in more severe pavement deterioration. IRI
result of the measurement in every 1-meter length of two target bridges as and the inspection
pictures are shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19.

(a) IRI in every 1-meter segment

(b) Surface roughness from left side

(c) Surface roughness from right side

Figure 4.19: IRI result at every 1- meter segment of bridge #2

4.3.2 ISO road class from IRI
From the road class, we simulate the mean and COV of traffic total load due to
roughness and vehicle. The statistical values will be used for building the dynamic load function
level in time history analysis. According to the work of Kropáč [68] and Johannesson [69], the
IRI can be converted to the PSD of road class in ISO 8608 by Eq. 4.1. Table 4.6 presents the
value of IRI as respect to the PSD value and road class in ISO.
 IRI 
g d (0 ) = 

 2.21 
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2

(4.1)

The value of PSD represented for road roughness classification of each segment on bridge.
Fig. 4.20 presents the bridge lane arrangement and road class results on two existing bridges.
The results show that bridge #1 has average roughness condition meanwhile bridge #2 has
significant damage surface. The level of local damage of roughness in each 1-meter bridge
segment is classified from class A to E of ISO 8608. From the measured result, bridge #1 has
more damage at the later end of the bridge, however, the transverse distribution of the damage
in two traffic lanes is the same. On the other hand, bridge #2 has more severe damage roughness
in the right lane as compared to the left lane.

Table 4.6: ISO 8608 and corresponding IRI value
Road class

gd (n0)

IRI

𝑔𝑑 (𝛺0 )

Lower limit Upper limit Lower limit Upper limit

A

-

32

-

2

3.1

B

32

128

2

8

6.3

C

128

512

8

32

12.5

D

512

2048

32

128

25

E

2048

8192

128

512

50

F

8192

32768

512

2048

100

G

32768

131072

2048

8192

200

H

131072

-

8192

-

In previous literatures, the 2D roughness level effect on bridge are investigated in some
studies [70; 71]. It incorporates the multiple roughness in transverse direction of the bridge,
however, the parallel roughness conditions are correlated to each other. Those work pointed out
that the difference between the transverse surface roughness significant influence on bridge
dynamic impact factor. In this study, the different distribution of measured local surface damage
could cause the variability of vehicular dynamic load effect on existing bridges.
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(a) Bridge #1

(b) Bridge #2

Figure 4.20: The converted ISO road class at every 1-meter bridge segment

In this section, bridge dynamic measurement and traffic counting are implemented in two
existing bridges in Vietnam. The traffics pass through both bridges have more than 50% truck
ratio, causing high acceleration on deck slab. The basic frequencies of the bridges under traffic
excitation are then obtained by power spectrum density method of two sensors located at the
middle and the quarter of the bridges. The calculated results mode shapes have the good
agreement with the measured frequencies, therefore the FE model of the target bridges are
validated. The constructed FE model will be used for time history analysis to evaluate the bridge
dynamic response. The IRI measurement results provide useful information of the local surface
damages on bridge where the dynamic wheel loads are amplified.

4.4 Effect of local surface irregularity on bridge dynamic responses
This section presents the procedure of creating the input traffic load in time history
analysis with considering the effect of local roughness damage. Firstly, the measured traffic
volume data will be used for constructing the traffic flow. The vehicles in traffic volume will
be run with random passing orders and constant speed. The headway time between two
consecutive vehicles is calculated from given traffic volume and speed. Each axle of traffic
vehicle is represented by the forcing function with fluctuated amplitudes. The amplitude of
vehicle variate according to the vehicle types and roughness condition. A quarter car model
simulation is implemented to calculate the mean and COV of total load of vehicle with respect
to roughness condition. The result statistical values are used to randomly generate the amplitude
of traffic force function. Finally, the input force of the whole traffic flow is assigned at each
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discretized node in bridge FE model. Each node represented for the local condition of roughness,
therefore, the variation level of force amplitude will be change. Time history analysis are
implemented to evaluate the effect of local roughness damage on bridge dynamic responses.
4.4.1 Construction of input traffic load
To evaluate the vehicular force amplified by local surface roughness damage, vehicle
roughness simulation is implemented for every 1- meter segment. The car and truck are
represented as quarter car model with specific parameters. In IRI measurement, the IRI values
of every 1-meter segment length are converted to PSD of the road class from A to E in ISO
8608 classification. The roughness profile of road class is generated according to the literature.
The wave length of the generated profile is from 0.02 m to 1 m. Fig. 4.21 show the profile plot
and PSD of generated profile A to E of 1 –meter bridge segment.

(a) Roughness profile

(b) PSD of profiles

Figure 4.21: The generated profile for 1-meter bridge segment
By solving equation of motion of quarter model, the fluctuated dynamic load Pdyn of each
vehicle type on surface profile is calculated as Eq. 3.4. The total load of vehicle Ptotal is the
summation of fluctuated dynamic load and the static load (mu+ms)g of vehicle (Eq.3.5). Detail
of the quarter car simulation was already presented in detail in Chapter 3.

Pdyn = kt ( h − y1 )
Ptotal = Pdyn + ( mu + ms ) g

(3.4)
(3.5)

To characterize the randomness of the total load, the mean and COV of total load under
road profile A to E are calculated in every 1-meter span length. For each ISO road level, 100
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profiles are generated to reduce the bias of the random roughness profiles. The average values
of mean and COV of total load are then calculated to reduce the bias of roughness. According
to the measurement data, the traffic vehicle has speed of 30 km/h. Fig. 4.22 shows the standard
error bar of the total load of car and truck in 1-meter segment length in ISO road class A to E
with the speed of 30 km/h. The results show that as the roughness condition deteriorated, the
mean of total load of vehicle fluctuates. The variation of the COV of total load of car and truck
is also plotted in Fig. 4.23. The figure shows that COV value increase with the damage of road
profile. The values do not fluctuate much at road class A but they significantly variate at class
E. The COV values even reach to 18% and 28% for car and truck respectively at this ISO road
class. It can be concluded that the roughness condition contributes the most in the variation of
total of vehicle. The value of mean and COV of total load of car and truck will be used to
generate the amplitude of input load forcing function in time history analysis.

(a) Car

(b) Truck

Figure 4.22: Error bar of mean total load of car and truck in different roughness (v=30 km/h)

(a) Car

(b) Truck

Figure 4.23: Error bar of COV of car and truck in different roughness (v=30 km/h)
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4.4.2 Validation of numerical scheme
In both bridges, 6 sets of traffic monitoring data and mid-span deck acceleration are
recorded at the left and right lane of the bridges. To validate the scheme in two existing bridges,
time history analysis is implemented in all 6 sets of traffic condition. The input traffic force is
constructed from the traffic volume of each vehicle types, car and truck pass though the bridge
at two lanes of the bridge. The target bridge includes 5 main girders which are numbered from
girder #1 to girder #5 from left to right lane. Assume that the vehicles always run at the middle
of bridge lanes with opposite direction, the traffic flow is assigned at girder 2 (left lane) and
girder 4 (right lane) respectively. For each traffic set, 10 random passing orders of traffic
vehicles are generated. The calculated acceleration is averaged value of 10 different passing
orders. The vehicle runs with speed of 30 km/h.

(a) RMS Acceleration-left lane

(b) RMS Acceleration- right lane

Figure 4.24: Validation of bridge #1

(a) RMS Acceleration-left lane

(b) RMS Acceleration- right lane

Figure 4.25: Validation of bridge #2
Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 present the comparison of RMS measured and maximum, minimum
error bar of calculated acceleration in left and right lane of two existing bridges. The results
show that the calculated acceleration among 6 sets of traffic has good agreement with the
measured data in both bridges. Therefore, the scheme can further be applied for investigate the
effect of local roughness damage on bridge dynamic responses in the next section.
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4.4.3 Effect of local roughness damage and traffic passing orders
To investigate the effect of local damage on the dynamic response of two bridges, the time
history analysis is implemented with the same traffic condition in case of random good, average,
bad roughness and with the different local damage roughness conditions. The chosen traffic
conditions in bridge #1 and #2 have 71.8 % (set 5) and 50% truck ratio (set 3) respectively. The
calculated mean of RMS acceleration at mid span of bridge under ten random passing orders of
the given traffic flow represent for statistical characteristic of bridge dynamic response. Assume
that the traffic vehicle run on the middle of girder #2 (left lance) and girder #4 (right lane) in
opposite direction. The constructed traffic flow on bridge travel with 30 km/h velocity, as
provided in the monitoring data. According to LRFR code, the dynamic impact factor IM
changes slightly from 0.1 in smooth surface to 0.2 in minor surface damage, and 0.33 for the
other cases. Those surface conditions could be assumed as good roughness (class A), average
roughness condition (class B), and bad roughness (class E). Therefore, time history analysis is
implemented with above surface conditions. Fig. 4.26 shows the roughness condition of class
A, B, and E in bridge #1.

(a) Class A

(b) Class B

(c) Class C
Figure 4.26: Local damage of surface condition on bridge #1

The ratio between RMS of acceleration in different roughness condition case and the good
condition are calculated in girder #1, as represented by
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in Eq. 4.2:

=
Where



RMSAcc.(condition i)
RMSAcc.(class A)

(4.2)

represents for the dynamic increment due to both traffic condition and roughnesss

condition on existing bridges. The average value of

 in 5 passing orders in bridge #1 and #2

with respect to the provided IM in LRFR codes at class A, class B, and class E are presented in
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Figure 4.27: Relation of IM and

1.4

1.6

 in bridge #2

 in two existing bridges

It should be noted that, LRFR code for bridge rating provided the value of dynamic
impact factor in random roughness condition, however, the value of IM at local damage surface
was not yet considered. From three points of the plot in Fig. 4.27, the relationship between IM
and



could be calculated as Eq. 4.3 and 4.4. Therefore, the value of IM under different

roughness conditions and given traffic flow, including local damage could be expressed in term
of  :
IM1a =2.1395α-2.0395

(4.3a)

IM1b =0.3864α-0.2045

(4.3b)

IM 2a =1.9882α-1.882

(4.4a)

IM 2b =0.2372α-0.0491

(4.4b)

The value of  at current conditions and some possible local damage conditions are
calculated in two existing bridges. Based on the current condition, assume that the local surface
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damage could develop at the last quarter end of bridge deck in bridge #1. Meanwhile, the
damage is expanded at the first quarter, middle, and final quarter of bridge #2. Figs. 4.28 and
4.29 present the detail of local roughness conditions in two existing bridges. The dynamic ratio

 indicated that the local surface damage on existing bridge influences on the bridge dynamic
response. The calculated values of



in simulation are substituted in the Eqs. 4.3(a-b) and

4.4(a-b) to calculate the dynamic impact factor IM in given local damage scenarios, as shown
in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. The value of IM in all possible roughness is smaller than 0.33 which is
indicated in LRFD code. The calculated IM in this research could be used for calibrating the
IM in rating factor formula and to assess the condition of existing bridges under given traffic
flow and local roughness condition at sides.

(a) Case 1- Current local damage condition

(b) Case 2- Local damage extension 1

(c) Case 3- Local damage extension 2

(d) Case 4- Local damage extension 3

Figure 4.28: Local damage of surface condition on bridge #1
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(a) Case 1-Current local damage condition

(b) Case 2- Local damage extension 1

(c) Case 3- Local damage extension 2

(d) Case 4- Local damage extension 3

(e) Case 5- Local damage extension 4

Figure 4.29: Local damage of surface condition on bridge #2

Table 4.7: IM in different local damage in bridge #1
Case

α

IM

1

1.02

0.136

2

1.08

0.212

3

1.02

0.136

4

1.08

0.212
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Table 4.8: IM in different local damage in bridge #2
Case

α

IM

1

1.04

0.182

2

1.07

0.204

3

1.05

0.203

4

1.12

0.217

5

1.08

0.207

4.5 Summary
This chapter applies the proposed numerical scheme to investigate the dynamic load
effect of traffic flow on two existing multiple reinforced concrete bridges. At first, traffic data,
bridge dynamic response and roughness condition are measured to construct the input traffic
load assigned at each discrete deck node on built in bridge FE model. Time history analysis is
implemented on the target bridges considered effect of traffic flow and local roughness damage.
Effect of vehicle passing orders and vehicle speed on the bridge dynamic responses at the same
traffic condition and current surface roughness is also examined. From the results of numerical
simulation, some conclusions can be summarized as below:
-

The fluctuation of RMS acceleration agrees well with measured data

-

The current condition of local damage increases the dynamic effect of traffic vehicles
on bridges which is indicated by the value of

-

.

From the plot of IM as indicated in LRFR and



, the function of IM from



is

constructed
-

The scheme proposed dynamic impact factor of given traffic flow and local surface
damage condition which can be used for calculating rating factor and to assess the
current condition of existing bridges.
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Chapter 5
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The variation of vehicle types, speeds, and passing order in traffic flow and roughness
conditions fluctuate the dynamic effect of vehicle dynamic load in the existing bridges and
bridge dynamic response. This thesis proposes a numerical calculation scheme to evaluate the
vehicle dynamic load effect on existing bridges considering traffic flow and surface roughness
condition. Firstly, the general idea of the numerical scheme on bridge is introduced. The
numerical scheme is validated on a target steel box girder bridge with measured traffic data and
random roughness condition. Then, the investigation on effect of local roughness damage on
bridge response is implemented in two existing bridges with deteriorated surface condition.
The first part of the thesis introduces the flow of calculation scheme applied to estimate
dynamic effect on existing bridges considering traffic data and surface roughness. The steps to
simulate traffic flow from traffic volume data with different vehicle types, speeds, and random
passing order is described in detail. Traffic data and bridge acceleration are measured on the
target structure. A validated FE model of the bridge constructed and validated with the
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measurement data for time history analysis. From the given traffic data, the generated input
traffic load considering the effect of roughness condition is constructed. Finally, time history
analysis is implemented in the available Midas Civil software to evaluate bridge dynamic
responses.
In the second part, validation of the proposed numerical scheme is presented. At first,
the parameters of target bridge, the dynamic data acquisition, and the traffic measurement are
presented. The target structure for validating the numerical scheme is an existing steel boxgirder bridge. The monitored traffic data are collected in term of traffic volume of each vehicle
type in every 10 minutes. During the traffic monitoring, data acquisition is also conducted to
extract the traffic patterns which influence on bridge dynamic responses. It was found that the
RMS acceleration has positive correlation with the number of truck and truck ratio. Therefore,
truck ratio, passing order, and vehicle speed are chosen as the traffic patterns for constructing
the traffic flow. From the given traffic data, traffic flow with random passing order of vehicles
are built. A constructed FE model of the test bed structure are validated by comparing the
calculated and measured frequency in the bridge. To consider the effect of uncertainty of
vehicle properties and random roughness on the fluctuated vehicular load, a quarter car model
simulation is implemented. The mean and COV of total load of car and truck considering
random vehicle suspension parameter, vehicle speeds, and roughness condition are calculated.
It was found that the total load of vehicle is significantly influenced by roughness condition.
The statistical values of total load are used to construct the transient time history loading
function assigned on the deck node of the target bridge FE model. The variation of input load
amplitude represents for the random vehicle types, speed and roughness condition. To validate
the numerical scheme, the RMS accelerations under different truck ratio are compared with
data acquisition results for time history analysis validation. Bridge dynamic response is
calculated during 1- hour length traffic data with high and low traffic ratio. The high truck ratio
traffic is from 8 am to 9 am at which the number of trucks accounted for approximate 20% of
total vehicles. Meanwhile, truck ratio is lower than 10% from 6 pm to 7 pm. The calculation
results show the showed agreements with that of the measurement data especially in the traffic
situation with low truck ratio. The parametric study on effect of truck ratio, vehicle speed,
vehicle passing orders and random surface roughness conditions on the bridge dynamic
responses was implemented with the given results:
- The RMS acceleration increases with the increment of vehicle speed mean while it
slightly changes from good to bad surface condition. At the same traffic condition and
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speed, the RMS acceleration did not fluctuate among different passing orders of traffic
vehicles.
- The variation of vehicle speed, vehicle passing order, and surface roughness condition
influences on maximum of bridge acceleration. The value is independence of truck
ratio; however, it is influenced by both speed and surface roughness condition. The
maximum acceleration is also highly fluctuated by variation of vehicle passing order
in traffic flow, especially at high speed and bad surface roughness.
Effect of local surface damage on bridge dynamic response is also investigated by using
the proposed numerical scheme on the multiple reinforced concrete bridges girder with bad
roughness condition. The mid-span deck acceleration and traffic volume are measured every 5
minutes. Bridge acceleration is measured in the middle and the quarter of the bridge. Total of 9
sets of results will be used to statistically evaluate the mean and standard deviation of bridge
dynamic responses, number of vehicles and percentages of truck pass through the bridge.
International roughness index (IRI) at every 1-meter length segment of bridge are measured by
a laser equipment for bridge roughness condition. The level of local damage of roughness in
each 1-meter bridge segment is classified from class A to E of ISO 8608. From the measured
result, bridge #1 has more damage at the later end of the bridge, however, the transverse
distribution of the damage in two traffic lanes is the same. On the other hand, bridge #2 has
more severe damage roughness in the right lane as compared to the left lane. The same
numerical scheme is applied on the target bridges to evaluate bridge dynamic response with
considering traffic and local surface roughness. The acceleration caused by local roughness are
compared with the value oscillated by good roughness condition. some conclusions can be
summarized as below:
-

The fluctuation of RMS acceleration agrees well with measured data

-

The increment of vehicle dynamic effect considering traffic and local surface damage
on existing bridges is indicated by ratio  of RMS acceleration in surface condition i
and RMS acceleration in good surface condition. The relationship of IM and  are
constructed.

-

The scheme proposed reference dynamic impact factor of given traffic flow and local
surface damage condition which can be used for calculating rating factor of existing
bridges.
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The proposed numerical scheme combines effect of traffic flow and surface roughness
irregularity to evaluate vehicle dynamic load effect on existing bridges. Variation effect of
vehicle speeds, passing orders, truck ratio, and roughness condition including random and local
roughness condition on bridge dynamic response is investigated. The calculation scheme was
applicable to evaluate vehicle dynamic load effect of existing bridges with the given dynamic
monitoring data, traffic flow, and surface roughness condition.
This research mainly provided a numerical scheme to evaluate dynamic impact factor
of bridge considering traffic flow and surface roughness condition. There are several
recommendations for future researches could be listed below:
-

In this study, the dynamic ratio  is calculated from the bridge acceleration of the
middle girder. Due to the local damage, at some location of all girder where the
surface is significantly deteriorated, bridge response may be amplified, leading to
higher IM. Therefore, it is necessary to further calculate the dynamic allowance of all
girder, especially at the severe damage locations.

-

The study proposed the value of IM due to both current traffic flow and local
roughness damage in existing bridge. If the current resistance of the structure could
be inspected, the bridge rating could be estimated to evaluate the condition of existing
bridges.
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APPENDIX: DYNAMIC VEHICULAR
FORCE EXPERIMENT
Vehicle bridge interaction is not only related with pavement design but also depends on
vehicle characteristics and velocity. When a vehicle passes through the bridge with different
speeds, the contact force between vehicle and bridge is altered, causing random dynamic
response on bridge. In this research, a tire force experiment is conducted to find the relationship
between shape profile of dynamic axle force with vehicle s and with the effect of vehicle hump.
The sensor system includes: (1) a dynamic force sensor, (2) data processing system, (3) 5centimeter hump, and (4) test vehicles. The PCB’s quartz, piezoelectric dynamic force sensor
with sensitivity of 0.2248 mV per Newton and 2000 Hz sampling frequency is the main
measurement tool (Table 6.1). A 3-ton truck and a passenger car were used as the test vehicles
of the experiment. Fig. 6.1 shows the sensor experiment setting and devices in dynamic tire
force experiment. The experiment is implemented in Yokohama national University Campus
on January 16th, 2018

(a) Force sensor

(b) Hump

(a) Data processign system

(d) Truck

Figure 6.1 : Experiment equipment and setting
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Table 6.1: Force sensor specification
Parameters
Measurement range (compression)
Sensitivity
Max static force (compression)
Broadband resolution
Frequency limit
Discharge time constant
Temperature range

Value
22.24 kN
224.8 mV/kN
35.59 kN
0.4448 N-rms
0.0003 Hz – 75 kHz
 2000 secs
-54 to 121 oC
1.9 kN/  m

Stiffness
Weight
Size (in mm)
Mounting

14 gm
16.51 x 9.14 x 12.7
10-32 thread

(b) Force at crawl speed

(b) Force at 40 km/h vehicle speed

(c) Zoom-in force at crawl speed

(d) Zoom-in force at 40 km/h vehicle speeds

Figure 6.2: Dynamic tire force profile of light truck in different speeds
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(a) Force without hummp

(b) Force with hump

(c) Zoom-in force wihtout hump

(d) Zoom-in force with hump

Figure 6.3: Dynamic tire force profile of paasenger car with and without hump (V=20 km/h)

In this experiment, the dynamic tire force of vehicle is measured under good surface condition
and 5- centimetre hump with crawl, 20 km/h and 40 km/h velocity, respectively. To get the
repeatability of experiment, each case is implemented for 3 runs. The variation of force profile
at crawl speed and at 40 km/h speed is presented in Fig. 6.2. The result shows that the tire force
profile is reduced as the vehicles pass through the sensor with higher speed. Fig. 6.3 shows the
effect of hump in dynamic vehicular tire force at the same velocity of 20 km/h. Tables 6.1 and
6.2 show the variation of mean and standard deviation of dynamic force profile in second under
effect of speed and hump. From the result of experiment, we could conclude that the impact tire
force of vehicle wheel is significantly influenced by the changing of vehicle speed and
roughness condition. The shape of impact tire force is in triangular or sine/cosine function with
shape width reduce at higher speed and roughness. These results of experiment will be used for
building the dynamic forcing function of time history analysis in next section of the research.
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Table 6.2: Mean and standard deviation of dynamic tire forces due to speed (in second)
Case

Front wheel

Rear wheel

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

Crawl speed

0.152

0.009

0.118

0.002

20 km/h

0.048

0.009

0.037

0.003

0.0 28

0.002

0.024

0.004

40 km/h

Table 6.3: Mean and standard deviation of dynamic tire forces due to hump (in second)
Case

Front wheel

Rear wheel

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

Wihtout
hump

0.047

0.002

0.04

0.005

With hump

0.048

0.009

0.037

0.003
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